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February 11tt\ 2015 

PATRIOT ENGINEERNIB 
·and Environmental, Inc. 

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety 
243 Warrenville Road, Suite 210 
lisle, IL 60532 

Re: License Number 13--32725-01 
Docket Number 03037878 
Control Number 584382 
Conversation Record Date of Signature February 9, 2015 
ltems#3 

Dear Ms. Casey; 
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Thank you for taking time yesterday to discuss the conversation record you sent to us 
via fax on February 9, 2015. This letter Is Intended to address item #3 of the referenced 
conversation record. 

ltem#3 
Per your request as outlined in the referenced conversation record, please find attached 
separate delegations of authority outlining the duties and responsibilities for Bryan King 
in our Indianapolis, IN office and Jeff Young in our Evansville, IN office. These 
documents are signed by Mr. King and Mr. Sherer for the Indianapolis office and Mr. 
Young and Mr. Sherer tor the Evansville office. 

Again, we appreciate your assistance In resolving this matter. If you have any 
questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

J mes T. Sherer, PE 
President 

6330 East 75111 Street, Suite 216, lndianapoll$, Indiana 46250 
(317} 576-8058 • (317) 576-1965 FAX • www.patnoteng.com 

Offices in Indianapolis, Evansville, Fort Wayne, Lafayette, Bloomington and Terre Haute, IN, 
Louisville, KY. Dayton I Cincinnati, OH, Nashville, TN, carmi, IL, and New Orleans, LA 

RECE\VED FEB 12 10'6 
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This radiation safety plan covers the procedures for the safe and proper use and possession of 
radioactive material contained In portable moisture/density gauges. The aauges will be used to measure 
properties of engineering materials. The radioactive materials present no hazards to the licensee's 
employees, customers or the general public when they are handled in accordance with this plan. 

Site Radiation Safety Officer 

All use and possession is under the direction and supervision ofthe respective site Radiation Safety 
Officer (RSO). The respective site RSOs shall communicate with the Corporate RSO who serves as a 
primary contact for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC}. Branch managers and site RSOs will NQI 
serve as points of contact with the NRC. The site RSO is responsible for all aspects of the Radiation 
Safety Plan, Including the following duties: 

1. Any activities considered unsafe or jeopardize the security of portable gauges are stopped 
immediately and addressed. 

2. All persons using, transporting or handling the portable density gauges are property trained and 
the storage and maintenance of the gauge sources are consistent with the limitations of the 
license. 

3. Gauges are proper1y secured acainst unauthori;,:ed removal at all times when gauges are not in 
use. Appendix H of NURREG 1556 vol.l, rev.1 is adhered to during storage- temporary or 
otherwise. 

4. Proper authorities are notified in the event of an accident, damage to gauges, fire or theft. 
Unusual occurrences involving the gauge are investigated, cause and appropriate corrective 
action are identified, and corrective action Is taken 

5. At a minimum, audits are performed annually to ensure that all applicable regulations are 
adhered to, the licensee's radiation protection program uses procedures and controls that 
achieve doses to approved users and members of the public that are A!J low As Reasonably 
Achievable (ALARA), and the licensee maintains all required documentation for licensed 
materials and users. The results of audits are documented as well as any corrective action taken. 

6. Audit results and corrective actions are communicated to all personnel who use licensed 
material. 

7. Licensed gauges are transported in accorclanc:e with DOT requirements. 

8. The RSO's on the license have current copies of operating and emergency procedures, review 
policy updates implemented by the NRC or the license( e) and take all appropriate steps to 
comply with regulations. 
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9. licensed material is disposed of property. 

10. Leak testing Is performed at the required Intervals. Results of leak tests are documented~ 
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11. A current license Is maintained and amended whenever there are changes in: licensed activities, 
responsible individuals, or information or commitments provided to the NRC during the 
previous licensing process. 

12. Posting all required signs and documents at locations where gauges will be stored (e.g., RH·2364 
"Notice to Employees", a sign stating 11Caution, Radioactive Material" and international symbol 
for radioactive materials and a notice of where the organization's license, this plan and NRC 
regulations can be reviewed). 

Operation 

1. Before removing the portable gauge from the storage location, ensure the gauge and source are 
locked and secured within the transportation container. 

2. Sign the instrument out on the sign-out sheet. Complete all fields on the sheet. 

3. Transport the gauge in accordance with DOT regulations. 

4. Maintain constant surveillance and control over the gauge at all times. At no time may the 
gauge be left unattended or in the possession of unauthorized persons. Always keep 
unauthorized persons away for the area where the gauge is being used. 

5. Use highly visible markers appropriate for the job-site to assist equipment operators in their 
awareness of the gauge location. 

6. Oo not touch any part of the source or source rod for any reason. For direct transmission (DT) 
gauges, do not look under the gauge when the source rod is in the unshielded position (wbile It 
is being lowered into the ground) 

7. Always return the source the shielded position after each use and return the gauge to the 
locked storage case In a secured storage location when not being used for field measurements. 

8. The gauge should be returned as soon as possible, after testing is complete, to its permanent 
storage location and logged in on the sign-out sheet. 

9. Observe ALARA principles at all times to minimi:ze any dose received. 

10. While in the possession of a nuclear gauge, you must have: 

a. A current copy of the Material License 
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b. A copy of this plan (Radiation Safety Plan) with a call down list 
c. Copy of letter of Authorized users 
d. Copy of Gauge Operating Manual 
e. Copy of the Current Leak Test Certificate for that gauge. 

Transportation 
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1. During transportation, the instrument shall be fully secured in the transporting vehicle and 
located as far away as possible from personnel. Secure the locked transportation case to the 
vehicle to prevent shifting during transport. When the vehicle is unattended, Secure the locked 
case using two Independent controls (one of which must also prevent the lid from being opened 
without removing It) to the vehicle 

2. Only transport the gauge in the approved DOT Type A shipping c::ontainer with all required labels 
and markers. 

3. Durlns transportation, shipping documents will be located within arm's reach ofthe driver 
without the removal of the seat belt. If the vehicle is left unattended, the documents will be 
placed on the driver's seat so they may be viewed from the window of the locked vehicle. 

4. When shipping by common carrier, the package shall be in compliance with 49 CFR 17Q-179 

Maintenance 

1. Periodic maintenance will include checking and cleaning of moving parts on the gause body 
(hinges, screws, etc.). If using a DT gauge, the shutter closure will be inspected and cleaned 
also. The operator will have had proper instruction on how to maintain and clean the gaUGe and 
will wear his/her assigned dosimeter badge. 

2. No maintenance will be performed in which the radioactive source is removed from the gauge. 
The gauge will be serviced by an approved service center for this type of gauge. 

3. Leak tests will be performed every six months. The operator will have had proper instruction on 
how to collect leak test samples. 

4. The shipping container will be inspected periodically for overall condition and proper labeling. 

Protection from the Elements 

1. Every effort must be taken to protect the gauge and the container from moisture. Once the 
gauge becomes wet or moisture is allowed to collect on the electronics, it takes several dii'/S for 
the gauge to dry out completely and some cqmponents may be pennanently damased. 

2. During periods of extreme heat~ the gauge should not be exposed to direct sunlight for 
extended periods of time. The extreme heat can damage the electronics of the gauge. 
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3. lfthe foam batting/packaging In the transportation case get wet, they should be removed from 
the case as soon as practical and allowed to dry completely before being used to transporl: the 
gauge. 

Records 

The Radiation Safety Officers will maintain records of Personal Monitoring, Leak Tests, Training. 
Gauge Inventory and Sign-aut sheets for their respective location. 

Training 

All operators will complete a training course that meets the requirements of the license. 

Ph'l$fcal Pamw 

1. If any moving equipment is involved, safely attempt to signal its operator to stop all movement 
until the situation can be evaluated. 

2. Cordon off a radius of at least fifteen (15) feet and restrict access until a survey can be 
conducted. 

3. Refer to the call-list in this plan and contact the Immediate RSO for the area. If the RSO is 
unavailable, continue down the list of personnel. Describe the conditions and follow the 
instructions of the individual contacted. The RSO or other appropriate individual will 
immediately notify the appropriate regulatory agency. 

Ememency Telephone N .. mbers 

Bryan LKins 

Greg lacy- Principal 

James Sherer President 

Police ar Fire 

NRC Region Ill 

Office: (311) 576-8058 
Mobile: (317) 784-3610 

Office: (317) 576-8058 
Mobile: (317) 716-3218 

Office (317) 576ft8058 
Mobile (317) 538.0813 

911 

(630) 829-9500 

REMINDER TO UCENSEE MANAGEMENT AND RSO: 

1. In the event that there is damase to a source or a gauge, arrange for a survey to be conducted 
as soon as possible to determine the appropriate actions to take. 

2. Make necessary notifications to local authorities as well as the NRC as required. NRC 
notification is required when gauges containins licensed material are lost or stolen and when 
gauges are Involved in incidents that result in doses in excess of 10 CFR 20.2203 limits. 
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3. Timeliness of reports is critical. 

4. Reporting requirements are found in lOCFR 20.2201M2203 and lOCFR 30.50. 

Theft ar Lass 

Contact the RSO immediately. The RSO will contact the appropriate regulatory agency and 

police. 

(This section is intended to SUPPLEMENT Patriot's fmementy Action and Fire Prevention Plan) 

1. Call the Fire department or 911 immediately. Call the RSO. 
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2. Stand by to advise emergency response on the nature, location and potential hazards particular 

to radioactive material involved in the fire. 

Meltjng Points •.t ·~ 

Stainle55 Steel 2550 1400 

Aluminum 1005 540 

Lead 620 327 

Polyethylene 257 125 

Temperatures in an industrial fire will normally range from soo•F at floor level to a high at the 
ceiling of 1400"F to 1800•F. The polyethylene and lead would melt in most fires, the aluminum 
only in a sever fire. The stainless steel capsule would not reach its melting point. 

Disposai/Decommlssionins 

1. Disposal will only be performed by transferring to a properly licensed organization. 

Radiation Safety Plan 

This plan will be implemented at all times. A copy of these procedures shall be maintained in the license 
file and as required by this plan. 

James T. Sherer, PE 

Site RSO President 
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This radiation safety plan covers the procedures for the safe and proper use and possession of 
radioactive material contained in portable moisture/density gauges. The gauges will be used to measure 
properties of engineering materials. The radioactive materials present no ha~ards to the licensee's 
employees,·customers or the general public when they are handled in accordance with this plan. 

Site Radiation Safetv Officer 

All use and possession is under the direction and supervision of the respective site Radiation Safety 
Officer (RSO). The respective site RSOs shall communicate with the Corporate R.SO who serves as a 
primary contact for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Branch managers and site RSOs will NOT 
serve as points of contact with the NRC. The site RSO is responsible for all aspects of the Radiation 
Safety Plan, including the followins duties: 

1. Any activities considered unsafe or jeopardi~e the security of portable gauges are stopped 
immediately and addressed. 

2. All persons using, transporting or handling the portable density gauges are properly trained and 
the storage and maintenance of the gauge sources are consistent with the limitations of the 
license. 

3. Gauges are properly secured against unauthorized removal at all times when gauges are not in 
use. Appendix H of NURR.EG 1556 vol.l, rev.1 is adhered to during storage- temporary or 
otherwise. 

4. Proper authorities are notified in the event of an accident, damage to gauges, fire or theft. 
Unusual occurrences involving the gauge are investigated, cause and appropriate corrective 
action are identified, and corrective action is taken 

5. At a minimum, audits are performed annually to ensure that all applicable regulations are 
adhered to1 the licensee's radiation protection program uses procedures and controls that 
achieve doses to approved users and members of the public that are As Low As Reasonably 
Achievable (ALARA), and the licensee maintains all required documentation for licensed 
materials and users. The results of audits are documented as well as any corrective action taken. 

6. Audit results and corrective actions are communicated to all personnel who use litensed 
material. 

7. Licensed gauses are transported In accordan.ce with DOT requirements. 

8. The RSO's on the license have current copies of operating and emergency procedures, review 
policy updates implemented by the NRC or the license( e) and take all appropriate steps to 
comply with regulations. 
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9. Licensed material is disposed of properly. 

10. Leak testing is performed at the required intervals. Results of leak tests are documented. 
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11. A current license is maintained and amended whenever there are changes in: licensed activities, 
responsible individuals, or information or commitments provided to the NRC during the 
previous licensing process. 

12. Posting all required signs and documents at locations where gauges will be stored (e.g., RH·2364 
"Notice to EmployeesH, a sign stating 14Caution, Radioactive Material" and International symbol 
for radioactive materials and a notice of where the organization's license, this plan and NRC 
regulations can be reviewed). 

Operation 

1. Before removing the portable gauge from the storage location, ensure the gauge and source are 
locked and secured within the transportation container. 

2. Sign the instrument out on the sign-out sheet. Complete all fields on the sheet. 

3. Transport the gauge in accordance with DOT regulations. 

4. Maintain c:onstant surveillance and control over the gauge at all times. At no time may the 
gauge be left unattended or in the possession of unauthorized persons. Always keep 
unauthorized persons away for the area where the gauge is being used. 

S. Use highly visible markers appropriate for the job-site to assist equipment operators in their 
awareness of the gauge location. 

6. Do not touch any part of the source or source rod for any reason. For direct transmission (DT) 
gauges, do not look under the gauge when the source rod is in the unshielded position (while It 
is being lowered Into the ground) 

7. Always return the source the shielded position after each use and return the gauge to the 
locked storage case in a secured storage location when not being used for field measurements. 

8. The gauge should be returned as soon as possible, after testing is complete, to its permanP.nt 
storage location and logged in on the sign-out sheet. 

9. Observe ALARA principles at all times to minimize any dose received. 

10. While in the possession of a nucle<~r gauge, you must have: 

• a. A current copy of the Material License 
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b. A copy of this plan (Radiation Safety Plan) with a call down list 
c. Copy of letter of Authorized users 
d. Copy of Gauge Operating Manual 
e. Copy of the Current Leak !est Certificate for that gauge. 

Transportation 
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1. During transportation, the instrument shall be fully secured In the transporting vehicle and 
located as far away as possible from personnel. Secure the locked transportation case to the 
vehicle to prevent shifting during transport. When the vehicle is unattended, Secure the locked 
case using two Independent controls (one of which must also prevent the lid frorn being opened 
without removing it) to the vehicle 

2. Only transport the gauge In the approved DOT Type A shippins container with all required labels 
and markers. 

3. During transportation, shipping documents will be located within arm's reach ofthe driver 
without the removal of the seat belt. If the vehicle is left unattended, the documents will be 
placed on the driver's seat so they may be viewed from the window of the locked vehicle. 

4. When shipping by common carrier, the package shall be in compliance with 49 CFR 170-179 

Maintenance 

1. Periodic maintenance will include checking and cleaning of moving parts on the gauge body 
(hinges, screws, etc.). If using a DT gauge, the shutter closure will be inspected and cleanP.d 
also. The operator will have had proper Instruction on how to maintain and clean the gauge and 
will wear his/her assigned dosimeter badge. 

2. No maintenance will be performed in which the radioactive source is removed from the gauge. 
The gauge will be serviced by an approved service center for this type of gauge. 

3. Leak tests will be performed every six months. The operator will have had proper instruction on 
how to collect leak test samples. 

4. The shipping container will be inspected periodically for overall condition and proper labeling. 

Protection from the Elements 

1. Every effort must be taken to protect the gauge and the container from moisture. Once the 
gause becomes wet or moisture is allowed to collect on the electronics, it takes several days for 
the gauge to dry out completely and some components may be permanently damaged. 

2. During periods of extreme heat, the gauge should not be exposed to direct sunlight for 
extended periods of time. The extreme heat can damage the electronics of the gauge. 
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3. If the foam batting/packaging in the transportation case get wet, they should be removed from 
the c::ase as soon as practical and allowed to dry completely before being used to transport the 
gauge. 

Rec::ords 

The Radiation Safety Officers will maintain records of Personal Monitoring, Leak Tests, Training, 
Gauge Inventory and Sign-out sheets for their respective location. 

Training 

All operators will complete a training c::ourse that meets the requirements of the license. 

Physical Damage 

1. If any moving equipment is involved, safely attempt to signal its operator to stop all movement 
until the situation can be evaluated. 

2. Cordon off a radius of at least fifteen (15) feet and restrict access until a sun~ey can be 
conducted. 

3. Refer to the Call-list in this plan and contact the immediate RSO for the area. If the RSO is 
unavailable, continue down the list of personnel. Describe the conditions and follow the 
Instructions of the individual contacted. The RSO or other appropriate individual will 
immediately notify the appropriate regulatory agenc::y. 

Emergency Teleghone Numbers 

Bryan LKins 

Greg Lacy- Prin~ipal 

James Sherer Pretiiident 

Police or Fire 

NRC Region Ill 

Office: (317) 576-8058 
Mobile: (317) 784-3610 

Office: (317) 576~8058 
Mobile: (317) 716-3218 

Office (317) 576-8058 
Mobile (317) 538-0813 

911 

(630) 829-9500 

REMINDER TO LICENSEE MANAGEMENT AND RSO: 

1. In the event that there is damage to a source or a gauge, arrange for a survey to be c::onducted 
as soon as possible to determine the appropriate actions to take. 

2. Make necessary notifications to local authoritie~ as well as the NRC as required. NRC 
notification is required when gauges containing licensed material are lost or stolen and when 
gauges are involved in Incidents that result in doses in excess of 10 CFR 20.2203 limits. 
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3. Tlmelfneu af reports Is c:rltfe.l. 

4. Repartlns requirements are found In 10CFR 20.l:il01...Z203 and 10CFR so.so. 

JbeftarL9g 

Contact the RSO Immediately. The RSO Wllf contact the appropriate reaulatory agency and 
pofJce. 

mu tectlan Is !ntend•d lRJUe!I&MCNI e!tr!ot's EQJerceacv Action and flrt Prawntlan Plan) 

1. Call the Fire department or 9111mmedfately. CaD the RSO. 

2. Stimd by w advise e~mersency re.spon5tt on the nature, location and potential hamrd.s partleular 
to radioactive materl11f Involved In the fire. 

Melttna Polntt .f ..c: 

stainless Steel 2550 1400 
Aluminum 1005 $40 
Lead 6.20 327 
Polyethylana 2$7 135 

Tt!mperatures In an Industrial flte will normally ransa from SOO"F at floor leVel to a hl&h at the 
celllna of 14QO-F to 18QO•F, The polyethylene and lead would melt In most fl..-s, the all.fmlnum 
onlv In a sever fire. The stainless steel capsule would not reach Its melttna pafnt. 

DIIDOJftiLAtCCHDrnlalooldl 

:1. Dl5posal will only be performed by tnmsferlin1 lP a properly licensed orpnfatton. 

Radlatfon Safety Plan 

This plan wiJI be Implemented at all times. A copy of these procedures shall be maintained In the lice~ 
nle and as required bv this plan. 

_)!t ~ .. Mt/16 
JeffYe~uns 

Site RSO President 
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6330 East 75th Street, Suite 218 
Indianapolis, IN 46250-2700 
317·576-8058 
Fax: 317·570·7182 
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